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Gaming Mouse Havit MS959S RGB (brown)

The Havit MS959S RGB Wireless Gaming Mouse (brown).
The MS959S is a programmable wireless mouse from Havit  that is designed for gaming. It  has a professional gaming PMW337 chip, 8
buttons whose functions you can change and 6 DPI resolutions - from 1,200 to 12,000! It is also distinguished by its ergonomic design
with striking RGB backlighting achieved by seven LEDs giving 16 million colors. 
 
Wide range of resolutions 
The mouse offers up to 6 resolutions to choose from - 1,200, 2,400, 4,800, 6,200, 8,000 and 12,000, so you can choose the one that suits
you  best  and  win  even  more  effectively!  You  can  easily  click  between  the  different  values  with  your  thumb  using  the  key  with  the
signature "DPI" located on the left side of the mouse. 
 
Striking lights 
Spice up your nighttime gaming marathons with the MS959S - the mouse will light up your desk with 16 million RGB colors that will flow
under your hand as you play! With the help of Havit software, you can change the lighting effects and customize them to your taste. 
 
Ergonomic design 
A design that is comfortable for your hand is one of the components of success. The Havit mouse has a non-slip surface to give you full
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control of your character and avoid accidental clicks or the device slipping out from under your hand. The ergonomic design makes even
hours of using the mouse comfortable for your hand. 
 
Forward/reverse function 
The Havit MS959S has keys on the left side to reverse and redo your actions to reduce situations where you have to move the cursor to
the far edges of the screen. This is especially convenient when browsing the Internet. 
 
High-performance chip 
PMW3327  is  the  chip  built  into  the  Havit  mouse  -  it  features  high  performance  and  captures  even  the  smallest  changes  at  a  DPI
resolution of 12,000. 
 
8 programmable buttons 
With  the  Havit  mouse,  you  can  simplify  your  tasks  and  increase  your  productivity  and  efficiency  while  gaming.  The  8  programmable
buttons are waiting for you to give them your own settings and win without a hitch! 
 
In the set 
Mouse 
Manual
	Brand 
	Havit
	Model 
	MS959S 
	Color 
	Brown 
	IC 
	PMW337
	Resolution 
	1200-2400-4800-6200-8000-12000 DPI 
	Operating voltage 
	5V 
	Key life 
	10,000,000 clicks
	Cable length 
	1.6m 
	Weight 
	118g 
	Dimensions 
	128 x 72 x 41mm

Preço:

€ 11.50

Jogos, Mouses
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